


Asap Intelligence  platform  is  where 
company information data is enriched; 
we have gathered  over 3million 
companies record  data in Africa. With 
our premier analytics tools  which 
assesses  the  probability  of  business  
failure  and  creditworthiness  of
busibusinesses  through  comprehensive  
Credit Scoring and Ratings and provides  
the resultant information reports to  
trade credit suppliers to enable them  
make  sound business decisions.

We gather topnotch intelligence to help 
you onboard third-parties.

We go into deeper research of corporates 
and  individuals  to  bring  you  a  richer
perspective  and   dimensional   view   of 
your  third-party   dealings.   We   gather
intelligence   to   help   you   onboard
cuscustomers,   vendors,   suppliers   and 
third-parties. Our insights involve highest 
investigation capabilities combined with 
human source intelligence (HUMINT) and 
Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT). While 
HUMINT involves  direct  human  contact 
views  OSINT  focus  screening  of  local 
media  lamedia  languages   search   and   any
database   checks    available   in
governmental institutions.

2. Due diligence Services

Asap Intell Platform

We go into deeper analysis of corporates 
to give you a wholesome clear picture on 
them. Our strong network of offices and 
contacts in the region, combined with 
our in-depth knowledge and
understanding of local business
ppractices and corporate culture, ensures 
we can complete our due diligence
investigations with the utmost
professionalism, diplomacy, creativity 
and sensitivity.

Corporate Due diligence

The Background Check encompasses
a number of investigations to retrieve
information concerning an individual’s 
professional  history,  reputational
inquiry & any other business interests.

Background Screening checks

Due diligence  in  supply  chains  assumes 
various front, thus; general reputation risk 
management  and  customer/supplier/
distributor due diligence.

We have compartmentalized the supply 
chain  due-diligence  into  the  following 
areas:

    i)       i)   Know your customer
    ii)  Know your supplier
    iii) Know your Distributor/Agent
    iv) Know your Vendor
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